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“Clarity about what matters provides clarity about what does not.”
― Cal Newport, Deep Work: Rules for Focused Success in a Distracted World

 
 

Uday Arora



RISHI PLAWAT
(HEAD BOY) GEET NAYYAR

(HOSTEL CAPTAIN)

DESHNA CHOUDHARY
(HEAD GIRL)

SAMARA DOSHI
(HOSTEL CAPTAIN)

SAANVI SACHDEVA
(WEEKEND HEAD)

SHUBHANGI ASTANA
(SR ACADEMIC HEAD)

NAISA AGARWAL
(MESS HEAD)

H O S T E L  C O U N C I LH O S T E L  C O U N C I L
2 0 2 1 - 2 0 2 22 0 2 1 - 2 0 2 2

SUMEIR GUPTA
(MESS HEAD)

AVANTIKA MOHAN
(DISCIPLINE IN CHARGE)

VISHESH KHATURIA 
(SR ACADEMIC HEAD)

PARV CHOUDHARY
(DISCIPLINE IN CHARGE)

ABHYUDAYA AGARWAL 
(EXTRA-CURRICULAR HEAD)

AISHWARYA MAHESHWARI 
(EXTRA-CURRICULAR HEAD)

RIYA GUPTA
(SR SPORTS HEAD)

SIDDHARTH SINGH 
(SR SPORTS HEAD)

ANSH MEHTA
(ALUMNI SECRETARY)



KHUSHAAN JANI
(DEPUTY HEAD BOY)

KAVISH SINGHAL 
(DEPUTY HOSTEL

CAPTAIN)

ROHAN PATEL 
(DEPUTY WEEKEND

HEAD)

SHREYA CHAUHAN
(DEPUTY EXTRA CURRICULAR HEAD)

AASHNA DESAI
(DEPUTY DISCIPLINE INCHARGE)TOSHANI VOHRA

(DEPUTY Sr ACADEMIC
HEAD)

RUHANI VERMA 
(DEPUTY HOSTEL

CAPTAIN)

PALAK PATEL
(DEPUTY WEEKEND

HEAD)

ARJIT AGARWAL
(DEPUTY DISCIPLINE

INCHARGE)

STAVYAH GORADIA
(DEPUTY EXTRA

CURRICULAR HEAD)
SAMARTH BANSAL

(DEPUTY SPORTS HEAD)

HARSHITA SUREKHA
(DEPUTY SPORTS HEAD)

SAUMYA AJMERA 
(DEPUTY HEAD GIRL)

 

RISHIT SINGHAGHRA 
(DEPUTY SR ACADEMIC HEAD)

NIKHIL MUNDRA
(DEPUTY MESS HEAD)

SAMRIDDI AGARWAL 
(DEPUTY MESS HEAD)



Music has proven to be an emotional outlet for many, including me . I started
playing the piano at the young age of 11 and haven't stopped since. At first,
playing the piano did not seem exciting enough, but the minute my fingers
touched its keys, I knew it was something I would grow to love; and I did.

Playing the piano has taught me
perseverance,determination, and confidence.
It has challenged me to improve every day
whether it be through practicing on my
instrument or jamming with fellow artists.
Playing the piano inspires me to better
myself in other aspects of my everyday life. 

UDAY ARORA

Jane Austen once
said “without

music, life would
be blank to me”
and I couldn’t
agree more.



Tensions flared as the players positioned themselves on
the pitch. Both the 11th and 12th graders knew that this
was their golden chance to prove themselves on the
field. The 11thies began strong, scoring a goal in the first
half; but the second half was where the game became
neck to neck. The half was filled with intense
communication, gameplay and celebratory cheers,
ending the game at 3-3. As the whistle blew, and the
time for a penalty shootout approached; the audience
remained glued to their seats. This match could be
anyone’s now. The thriller came to an end, declaring the
12th graders victorious. 

Evening Archives: 
Football & Basketball League

(Hostel friendly match)

This weekend, a football match wasn't the only one that the
hostel experienced. Everyone gathered at the basketball courts
for an exciting match. With determination coursing through their
veins and a need to win, players approached the court.
Students from all grades combined to make two highly
competitive teams. Three matches were played between the
two teams. Om, Geet, Pranav, Chirag, Daksh, Lakshya, Dev,
Harshal and Aarav managed to come back from their ten point
loss in the first match; and won the next two games by 4 points
each. The team won the weekend.





This week turned out to be the most happening week atThis week turned out to be the most happening week at
JPIS. Be it online or in school classes, there was never aJPIS. Be it online or in school classes, there was never a
moment where one could not see the excitement,moment where one could not see the excitement,
enthusiasm and joy on the faces of the students as theyenthusiasm and joy on the faces of the students as they
delved deeply in bringing in the festive fervor of Diwalidelved deeply in bringing in the festive fervor of Diwali
Be it making paper lanterns, diyas and rangolie toBe it making paper lanterns, diyas and rangolie to
decorate their houses ordecorate their houses or    posters to create an awarenessposters to create an awareness
of celebrating an echo friendly Diwali or making ecoof celebrating an echo friendly Diwali or making eco
friendly crackers our kids were above it all. Beingfriendly crackers our kids were above it all. Being
responsible students and at the same time enjoying everyresponsible students and at the same time enjoying every
moment to cherish each moment.moment to cherish each moment.
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